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Wipf Stock Publishers, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 201 x 127 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Synopsis: The question of God s
relationship to evil is a long-running one in the history of Christianity, and the term often deployed
for this task has been theodicy. The way theodicy has historically been pursued, however, has
been problematic on a number of counts. Most significantly, these efforts have generally been
insufficiently theological. This work hopes to subvert and reconfigure the theodical task in a way
that can be accessible to nonspecialists. Overall, the book hopes to cast the god of theodicy as the
triune God of Christian confession, a move that shapes and alters distinctly all that follows in what
has traditionally been considered a philosophical matter. Endorsements: If we are to speak with
theological intelligence and Christian compassion about the nature, causes, and overcoming of
evil, we must first speak of the God whom Christians confess and in whom they hope. This elegant,
perceptive, and gentle book shows us why theology matters in theodicy. --John Webster, FRSE,
King s College This book addresses a timely, critically urgent, and complex topic. Daniel Castelo
engages...
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent go through. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You may like just how the author publish this
book.
-- Mustafa McGlynn-- Mustafa McGlynn

Complete guideline! Its this kind of great read through. It is probably the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been developed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this book through which actually modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Beryl Labadie I-- Beryl Labadie I
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